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The dedicated internet service for education
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Webanywhere have been providing schools with website, broadband and e-learning solutions since 2003.
We’re committed to improving teaching and learning in and out of the classroom using online technology.
We are an oﬃcial Moodle Partner, a Totara Platinum Partner, and an Authorised Google Apps reseller. In 2012
we were appointed as a supplier to the UK Government Procurement Service for learning platforms, having
demonstrated the quality and value for money of our service.
Our highly skilled and knowledgeable team has many decades of combined experience in ICT for education,
and our broadband service reﬂects this. It is tailored to the needs of education - providing the fastest, most
reliable internet service possible, the ability for schools to control their own ﬁlters, and at a cost that will not
break your budget.

Is it time to switch?
Webanywhere make the move to faster,
more cost eﬀective broadband quick and easy

Fast

Secure

Easy to switch

Value for money

The fastest possible
speed available

FortiGate ﬁltering system
& anti-virus software

A seamless switchover
from your current
supplier

Unlimited support
as standard
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An easy switch
Faster internet without the hastle

We deal with your current provider for you, and ensure the switch is seamless - so you won't lose connection,
data, resources or learning time.

Outstanding support
Whenever you need it

24x7 comprehensive support comes as standard. We can assist you via online help tickets and chat,
alongside telephone support at any time, day or night.
We provide a full Service Level Agreement, so you can be sure you are receiving an outstanding internet
provision when you switch to School Broadband.

We provide the fastest speed available in your area, and could save you up to 50%
on your current provider

“We were nervous about moving to a non LEA supplier. However, we are delighted with the service
we receive from Webanywhere...they managed the whole changeover without any issues or downtime
and dealt directly with the LEA for us. We felt supported at every stage and I would recommend that
other schools use School Broadband from Webanywhere”

Phil Brown, Network Manager, Staindrop School, Darlington
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FortiGate content ﬁltering system
Safeguarding your pupils online

Safeguarding pupils from online risks is a priority for every school - and it's a subject that Ofsted take very
seriously. Make sure your school provides outstanding online safety with the FortiGate bespoke ﬁltering
system.
The on-site ﬁltering system allows you to take control of what can be accessed in your schools, rather than the
‘one-size ﬁts all’ approach associated with centrally administered school internet provision. This ensures that
your school can access the information it requires, when it is needed.

Your security is paramount
as standard, we provide

Firewall

Intrusion
Prevention

Antivirus /
Antispyware

Managed or Self
Managed
VPN Technology

FortiGate
hardware

Comprehensive
training

Remote access
via MIS

Data Loss
Prevention
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FortiOS 5
The world’s most powerful security operating system

Key Features and Beneﬁts
More Security - Fighting Advanced Threats
The new advanced anti-malware detection system adds an on-device behaviour-based
heuristic engine and cloud-based AV services that includes an operating system sandbox
and botnet IP reputation database. Together with superior industry-validated AV
signatures, FortiOS 5.0 delivers unbeatable multi-layered protection against today’s
sophisticated malware.

More Control - Securing Mobile Devices
More Control to secure mobile devices and BYOD environments by identifying devices and
applying speciﬁc access policies as well as security proﬁles, according to the device type or
device group, location and usage.

More Intelligence - Build Smart Policies
More Intelligence with automatic adjustment of role-based policies for users and guests
based on location, data and application proﬁle. Enhanced reporting and analysis also
provides administrators with more intelligence on the behaviour of their
network, users, devices, applications and threats.
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Put your Broadband to best use - get the total
Webanywhere package
Web technology that engages, motivates, and makes life easier for teachers

Learnanywhere

School Jotter

The primary speciﬁc learning platform that’s
simple and intuitive to use. It allows teachers to
reward pupil achievement, access resources and
reinforce key curriculum learning outcomes.

School websites made easy! We set up the website
according to your speciﬁcations, and the simple
content management system ensures any member
of staﬀ can update the site, anytime, anywhere.

Learnanywhere is an eﬀective solution for
time-pressured teachers and provides a connection
between home and school - with access anytime,
anywhere.

School Jotter sites look great on any device, and are
feature rich and search engine optimised.
Expert customer support comes as standard, via
freephone, email and live web chat.

Promotes
inclusion

Engages
parents
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standards
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Multiplatform

Unlimited
Support
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Learner Journey
An e-portfolio that allows students to record their
thoughts, accomplishments and favorite learning
content from around the web.
Learner Journey builds a digital record of
achievement, which can be used to demonstrate
learning. It is also a safe internal social network,
allowing for communication and collaboration.

Encourage
collaboration

Showcase
learning

Google Apps
Create, collaborate and share with Google’s
powerful suite of educational applications.
The Google Apps for Education package is
speciﬁcally designed for schools' needs.
Used by millions of students & educators
worldwide, Google Apps for Education
saves everything automatically in the cloud
and allows anytime, anywhere access to
all your ﬁles, allowing more ﬂexible,
collaborative learning

Build
your CV

Google Drive
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